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Headway academic skills level 2 answers key. Headway academic skills answer key. Headway academic skills level 1 answers key. Headway academic skills level 3 answers key. Headway academic skills level 2 solution.
. This could be assignments that aren’t due until the end of the semester that either serve as extra credit or only count as a very small percentage of your grade.Capitalize on Reading and Writing SkillsReading is an important academic skill, no matter what subject you’re studying. e. You need to be able to read and comprehend text in pretty much
every class you take, including math. Underlinethe phrases that ask for information to be repeated or clarified.1 A Give me a ring on my mobile. When you practice critical thinking, you analyze an issue based on the information and facts given to you or information you determine for yourself. There is a talkfor all new overseas students. This might be
an assignment that is due the next day but only counts as a small percentage of your grade. Assignments that are important but not urgent can wait until later to do them but should still be completed. listening intensively for a lot of information, e.8. to take notes from a lectureRead the notice below You have arrived at a new university. ..h. Ask for
repetition, usingexpressions in the Language Bank.lf you didn't hear some information ctearly, ask thespeaker to repeat or clarify it. Sorry / Excuse me, did you say ...?Did you say ...7 Sorry / Excuse me, wos thot ...?Was thot ...?IUnit I . Using a dictionary (l) and (2)tISTENING New Ptaces, new PeoPleI Who and what do you listen to? MORE FROM
REFERENCE.COM Next, focus your attention on tasks that are urgent but less important. Dr Knight - llead ofresources?+ llumanResources Photo Courtesy: Tascha Rassadornyindee/EyeEm/Getty Images Whether you’re headed off to college or you’re a parent of a grade school student, you may have wondered what it takes to excel in school and
whether you (or your student) have the tools you need to succeed. How are you going to listen?ThewelcomemeetingwiththeSeniorTutorwillbeheldinLect-ure Theatre 83 at 10 a.m. on Wednesday 10th'@11 fitt"nand answer questions I and2 in exercise 2'Look at questions 1-4 below. Sorry, this is a bad line. You may or may not be the next person to
make a world-changing scientific discovery, but you can always focus on building up your academic skills to help improve your grades and your overall learning experience as a student.Learn to Take Excellent NotesQuality note-taking doesn’t involve simply writing down everything an instructor says during a lecture — word for word. You want to
know:1 What is the PurPose of the talk?2 What are the three main toPics?What sort of information do you need? What does this mean exactly? Work with a partner andcompare your ideas.radio news#"s r[,\x t.when you study, the way you listen depends on why you are listening. For example, some people like to take notes in an outline form that
features main idea headings with bullet points underneath them that provide more details. This process repeats for any points with additional information. These skills will help you as you read and break down the text on the page. Photo Courtesy: StockPlanets/E+/Getty Images As you continue in school, you will need to develop what is known as
close reading skills. Mind maps start with a large circle that represents the main idea or goal. If a task is not urgent or important, then it would be your last priority. ..a.. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 7 to 12 are not shown in this preview. The number's 076532215.B Did you say two two one five?A Yeah, two two one five.2 A Let me make a
note of your email address.B Sure. Is that Chang Li?B Yes, it is. If a task is both urgent and important, do it right away. a name, a date, a time. To write well, you use those decoding skills to develop an understanding of how words work together to form proper sentence structures. Factors which affect listeningsPEAKING SKltts Formal, neutral, and
informallanguage ' Asking for repetitionvs(ABuLARY mSWUtSp&{Hf.{T', Word stress (l) . Prioritization is a key component of time management, which means you have to determine up front which assignments are most important and what you need to work on first. The University of Leeds recommends using a system that focuses on the elements of
urgency and importance for prioritizing tasks. Tony Buzan developed the two-dimensional concept of mind mapping, which uses a visual layout of information that the human mind easily recognizes and remembers. Could you soy ... Introduce yourself. Management' mean? When you’re learning to read, you practice decoding words, especially words
you haven’t seen written down before. Reading and writing usually go hand-in-hand as skills. The goal of taking notes is to capture the main ideas and main points from a lecture so you can review them later when you have more time to really absorb the information. HeadwayHeadwayAcademic Ski llsListening, Speaking, and Study SkittsStudent's
Book..Sarah Philpot and Lesley CurnickSeries Editors: Liz and John SoarsIIIF_IIILIItIIIIIIIIIORD3oxrI-.CONTENTSI Moving onLISTENING New places, new people p4-5How to listenFactors which affect Iistening2 lsland statesSPEAKING lntroductions p6-7Formal, neutral, and informal languageAfing for repetitiontISTENING Separated by water p1011Predicting contentListening for gist (1)Taking notes (1)Recognizing signposts (1)3 Careers in the mediaSPEAKING Talking about countries pl2-13Spoken punctuation (1)Helping the listener (1)RESEARCH Usingthe lnternet (1) p13Reliable sourcesLISTENING Two journalists pl6-17Taking notes (2)Recognizing signposts (2)4 lnnovations from
natureSPEAKING Talkingaboutjobsand studies p18-19Spoken punctuation (2)Sentence stressHelping the listener (2)LISTENING Biomimicry P22-23Using visuals (1 & 2)Listening for detail (1 & 2): rephrasing5 ConversationsSPEAKING Describingobjects p24-25Defining and describing objectsHelping the listener (3 & 4)RESEARCH Using the lnternet
(2) p25Using imagesIISTENING Welcome to the first day p2S-29Listening for detail (2)Distinguishing speakersDistinguishing levels of formality6 Food scienceSPEAI(ING Makingconversation p30-31Conversational topicsKeeping a conversation going (l & 2)IISTENING Functionalfoods p34-35Listening for gist (2)Taking notes (3)Facts and specutation
p35Interpreting meaning7 Great LivesSPEAKING ExpressingapproximAtions p36-37Helping the listener (5)Checkingufiderstanding p37LISTENING Heroes and heroines p40-41Taking notes (4)Listening for detail (3): opinions andfacts8 CommunicationSPEAKING My hero p42-43PresentationsSpoken punctuation (3\ Pausifl gGiving opinions, agreeing,
and disagreeingLISTENING A survey on e-communicatinS p46-47Understanding incomplete sPeechUnderstanding spoken English P47Contractions and linkingSPEAKING Askingquestions P48-49Asking questions in a surveyRegister (4): speaking to strangersReporting result3SPEAKING Machines p54Helping the listener (6 & 7)LISTENING The Lewis
chess set p52-53Supporting an argumentUnderstanding words in contextTaking notes (5)l0 Responsible tourismLISIENING Ecotourism p58-59Dealing with longer listenings (1 & 2)SPEAI(ING Transitions p60-61Dealing with questionsA presentation p61YOCABUTARY DEVELOPMENT Word stress (l)Using a dictionary (l &
2)VOCABULARYDEVELOPMENT Synonyms pl4Avoiding repetitionWords stress (2): nouns and yerbsVOCABUTARY DEVETOPMENT Collocations (l & 2) p20Verbs and nounsVOCABUTARY DEVETOPMENT tnformalorformal? p26Register (l)Multi-word verbsVOCABULARY DEVETOPMENT Suffixes and prefixes p32Word-building (1 & 2)VOCABULARY
DEVELOPMENT Collocations(3) p3BAdjectives and nounsVOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT Register (2 & 3) p44Levels of formalityOne-word verbsVOCABULARY DEVELO PMENT Adverbs and adjectivesModifying adjectives: not yery, less, fairlyOrdinary and strong adjectives essential, delightedps0RESEARCH Usingthelnternet(3) p55Museum
sitesVOCABUTARY DEVETOPMENT Compound words p56Compound adjectivesCompound nounsp8 REVIEW p9REVIEW p1sREVIEW p21REVIEw p27REVIEW p33REVIEW p39REVIEw p4sREVIEw pslREVIEW ps7i)VOCABUTARY DEVETOPMENT Dependentprepositions p62 REVIEW p63LISTENING SKItLS How to listen . You could have a paper due
tomorrow in one class, a reading assignment to finish for another class by Wednesday and an exam scheduled for yet another class on Friday. Depending on the assignment, you may also have to write a response to the text you read. If you run out of time, these tasks could be skipped entirely with little or no penalty. d.. I didnt catch your name.A Ella,
Ella Peters. I om Professor Armstrong'lf you do not know if you should be forma[ or informat, be neutra[.Uie: Hello / Good morning / afternoon and give your first and family name.Hello, my nome's Alan Mosters2 Work with a partner. again?Whot fias that? Photo Courtesy: PeopleImages/E+/Getty Images Learning how to manage your time wisely
reduces the likelihood of waking up on a Sunday morning with far too many assignments to complete before the next day. Critical thinkers are able to separate the facts of a situation from how they might feel about an issue or how they initially react to a situation. How areyou going to listen?1 What is the name of the sPeaker?2 Where is Mrs
Roberts's office?3 Why would you go to Dr ReYnolds?4 Name two things that you need to register at the medical centre.S @lS Listen again and answer the questions in exercise 4'4 Unit I Moving onI5 Complete the notes from the talk.lntroductions: Dr Green ^ geniorTutor ^l: Dr Green ^ geniorTutor - r- studantsnext couple of weeks -'
lnaividlgllyPygticalthings: agcon!!9latirn - U..'_ / Roqry 2v!!e491eB!l!ingmoney - Dr Reynolds, St. Financial Adviser / Room ll7 Admin BlookNB make anaheallh ^ medical cenlre nert tu ldnin.5 ^ naaaiLtalae soon as possiblelRecaptionist - details, passport, stulent caylt1I @l.l Listen again and check your answers.What makes listening difficutt?A @n
Listen and put extracts a-e in the order you hear them.a fl an announcement -b D a conversationc E asurvey -d n alecture -e E a radio news item -9 @t.Z Listen again and put the extracts from exercise 8 in orderfrom 1 (the easiest to understand) to S (the most difficult tounderstand). Complete the table. Could you repeot ...?Pardon? It also doesn’t
mean recording lectures on a smartphone and listening to them later. You might also pause to ask or write down questions about what you’re reading. ..h.Compleie the table with information about you.Work with different partners. .e. Introduce yourselves to each other.Student AYour partner is:1 your new professor2 someone attending a conference
you are at@1.5 titt"nand complete the email and web addresses.1 emilv.shaw234grant liv.acreddy -- --publicgre g-marywri [email protected] c om / financ e-' /' t \s----==-1 2 3- 4- 5Student BYour partner is:3 a new classmate4 a guest lecturerI @l.q Listen to people introducing themselves in a tutorial. You're Reading a Free Preview Page 16 is not
shown in this preview. Smaller circles labeled with main facts or ideas related to the topic are attached to the main circle, followed by additional circles containing information that expand on those facts and ideas. If someone had told you as a child that the sky is green, for example, you could have just accepted it, or you could have used your critical
thinking skills to question the statement by asking for evidence to prove the sky is green. As you develop your critical thinking skills, it will become easier to formulate and organize arguments for assignments and easier to interpret the information presented to you in lectures and assignments. What subject are thelectures about?Lecture I Lecture 22
@l.ll Listen to Lecture 2 againand complete the notes.l-EcTuRqRi qr(qlsht TUTORSWhat does'Bus. Most people develop their own individualized system that works for them, and a system that works for one person might not work for another. A very simple example of critical thinking would be making medical decisions based on analyzing the
information and advice provided by physicians — and possibly even researching additional information on your own — instead of making these decisions based on fear and other emotions. Photo Courtesy: izusek/E+/Getty Images A key component of critical thinking is a willingness to dig deeper and to refuse to accept situations at face value without
questioning them. These skills will then move with you into the future as you work through problems and challenges in the workplace.Master Time ManagementAs a student, you typically have a lot to juggle. listening selectively for detait(s), e'8. Photo Courtesy: Klaus Vedfelt/DigitalVision/Getty Images Unfortunately, taking notes isn’t a one-size-fitsall type of skill set. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 58 to 64 are not shown in this preview. Label the web addresswith the words we use for the symbols.underscore forward slash hyphen dot atbrzz5 mech-eng j1Ir 6 Unit'l Moving onfIIlttI@@ @l.o xeadand listen to the conversations. Remember to choosethe correct [eve[ of formality.ITANGUAGE
BANKExpressions for asking for repetitionlnformal FormalI didn't cotch ... In addition to using it for notes, the process works well for brainstorming new ideas and working through problems.Practice Critical ThinkingThe ability to think critically will help you succeed in your classes and in the world after you graduate. Compare your answers with a
partner.l0 @@[email protected] What made the listening extracts difficult?Add your ideas to the diagram.Discuss your ideas in groups.A ndio news announcerOther_------SPEAKING [email protected]@13ri"t"ntoSomepeopleintroducingthemse1ves.o"iiae if they are being formal (F), neutral (N), or informal (I).1- 2- 3- 4- 5-When you introduce yoursetf to
a col[eague or classmate, be informal.Use: Hel/o / Hi / Morning and give your first name.Hello,l'm Fatimo.When you introduce yoursetf to someone more senior, be more formalUse your title or their titte, and your family name.Good morning, moy t introduce myself? what sort of information do you need? According to Harvard College Writing Center,
when you perform a close reading of a text, you examine the words and sentences carefully, looking for details that stand out. Greet your classmates and say:o who you are o where you come from o what you are studying and whyExchan gi n g i nformation5 Look at the symbols used in email and web addresses. Moving on 7tREVIEWt @l.lO Listen to
the introductions to two lectures. We met at the conference last week.4 A It's Paul. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 43 to 44 are not shown in this preview. Complete the table.Work in groups. An example would be a major paper that is worth a lot of points but isn’t due for a few weeks. The next step is to interpret what you read using your
critical thinking skills. That means your notes need to make sense to you. Decide if you are:r listening for the general idea, e.g. the speaker's opinion, the main point(s) of a talk. Exchange information about yourselvesand complete the table in exercise B. It's [email protected] Was that thirteen or thirty?B Thirteen, one three.3 A Good morning, this is
Ella Peters speaking. Understanding math, science and other core subjects is essential, but those subjects aren’t the only things you need to master to thrive as a student. Even better, if your note-taking abilities are really on-point, someone else could read your notes and understand the main points the instructor talked about in the lecture. Others
write their notes in paragraph form using a narrative style, although they typically leave out all the small words to save time. A mind map serves as a useful note-taking tool for people who are visual learners. Case in point: Albert Einstein was possibly the most important scientist of the 20th century, but his track record as a student wasn’t
particularly impressive. Of course, part of the reason Einstein sometimes struggled was that he didn’t usually like school and the teaching methods applied, but that doesn’t mean he couldn’t have made some improvements by applying the critical skills needed to do well academically. An example would be studying for a major test in two days that
counts as a large percentage of your grade. You're Reading a Free Preview Pages 48 to 50 are not shown in this preview. While you might not consider time management an academic skill, it’s a vital skill to master if you want to achieve academic success by completing your work on time and preparing for projects and tests. You're Reading a Free
Preview Pages 20 to 39 are not shown in this preview. Can I pop round and return that book I borrowed?Where's your room?B It's Bowland Tower, room nine on the third floor.A Third floor?B Yeah.5 A The best person on this subject is Dr Shehadeh and I advise youto read her latest article.B Sorry, could you repeat the name, please?A Certainly, Dr
Shehadeh, that's S. This task is your top priority.
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